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Particle Physics & Cosmology at 
this conference:
•New results from the LHC
•Search for supersymmetry
•Neutrino masses and mixings
•High energy neutrinos
•The Planck data
•Cosmology: theoretical developments
•Searches for Dark Matter



The key questions:
•Mechanism of EWSB
•Origin of quark & lepton flavour
•Unification of forces (GUTs & SUSY)
•Nature of dark matter
•Origin of density perturbations (CMB)
•What is dark energy?



Today & 
Tomorrow



•Many developments in astroparticle
  physics: dark matter, neutrino
  physics and proton decay, high
  energy photons, high energy cosmic
  rays, gravitational waves
•LHC: great success of Higgs 
  discovery, well-defined future: 
  HL-LHC, precision Higgs physics,... 



Katsanevas
Increase of sensitivity by one order of 
magnitude could lead to breakthrough!



KatsanevasHigh sensitivity at complementary frequencies



McFarland
Bright future due to large theta_13; in combination 
with proton decay strong case for LV detectors!



Future well defined: HL-LHC, Higgs precision physics,... Landsberg



QCD 



Many unsolved problems in QCD ! Kousouris



ATLAS, 2012: dijet event with M(jj) = 4.7 TeV  see Golling



Progress in NNLO calculations!! What next?  Zanderighi



Still important things to do, see talk! Melnikov



HEAVY IONS: charm suppression important signature 
for quark gluon plasma; comparison RHIC/ALICE 
unexpected; multiple charm production? theory?

Masciocchi



Higgs & Top



H-discovery: two-photon channel Sirois



H-discovery: four-lepton channel Sirois



Next step: fermionic decay channels 

Pranko



impressive consistency with SM! Tinoco Mendes



“a Higgs boson” has been discovered! Tinoco Mendes



top-quark mass crucial for Higgs physics! Verkerke



Precision studies for 
top-Higgs-W system
very important! Could 
yield first evidence for
physics bsm!

Boonekamp



What can we conclude from the Higgs 
discovery? Two years ago many hopes/
expectations for dramatic changes at the 
TeV scale:
•Large extra dimensions (ADD)
•Randall-Sundrum graviton
•TeV scale string theories
•Composite Higgs, top, W’s ...

What is the present motivation for these 
scenarios?



Alternative: weakly coupled Higgs 
sector, extrapolation to GUT scale 
possible; confirmed by LHC result:

top-Higgs-W sector perturbatively coupled; 
no hint for strong dynamics; SM alone:
                       ( ~ 1980)  or
                       ( ~ 1990)  or ... 
SM + extrapolation to GUT scale or SUSY 
require ‘light’ Higgs

mHiggs '
p
mtopmW � mSM

fermion

mHiggs ⇠ 5 GeV

mHiggs ⇠ 500 GeV



most appealing realizations require more BSM: supersymmetry, 
extra dimensions,... 



Extrapolation to GUT scale 

Landau pole 
(upper) bound &
vacuum stability 
(lower) bound 

Quigg ’07

Higgs mass in window consistent with high scale extrapolation! 
Currently debate on quantum corrections



Very interesting, but don’t take it too serious, small 
effects can easily change the Higgs mass by a few GeV, ... 

Kamenik



BSM



This is a correct statement! 

Perez



Amazing story, theory & experiment, 
finally agreement with SM

Campana

Important constraints from B factories Hayashi

Together with Higgs mass, severe 
constraints on BSM models Mahmoudi



Assume top compositeness, restrict effective couplings by 
rare processes, make predictions for LHC Kamenik



In some realizations of the seesaw mechanism neutrino 
mass models predict scalar triplets, yielding characteristic 
signatures at the LHC 

Abada



Possibility in MSSM: mass spectrum and mixings such that 
neutralino LSP couples to SM particles mostly via Higgs 

Su



Assume ‘natural SUSY’ and search for light stops Stuart



‘natural SUSY’ + flavour provides motivations for searches Perez



In which channel will new physics be discovered? 

Golling



Neutrinos & 
Dark Matter



High energy neutrinos potentially 
important astronomical messengers

Cowen



2 PeV events discovered 2012



28 multi-TeV events, “neutrino 
astronomy just around the corner”! 

Cowen



Schwetz

Low energy anomalies motivate sterile neutrinos,
however not supported cosmology;
next steps of oscillations experiments: MH & CPV Choudhary

Serpico



intriguing hints for low mass WIMPs, difficult experiments Cooley



Bertucci

known since PAMELA: DM interpretation difficult Raidal



intriguing effect, interpretation not obvious... Raidal



more statistics needed; final answer in two years?

Raidal



Alternative to WIMPS: axion-like particles Ringwald



new “ALP era”: many new ideas for detection Ringwald



Cosmology



Bouchet



Bouchet



Bouchet
precise determination of cosmological parameters; 
impressive confirmation of cosmological SM; 
supports slow roll inflation, no non-gaussianities



Abelian Higgs string: Gµ/c2 < 3.2⇥ 10�7, consistent with GUT scale strings



dark energy ‘just cosmological constant’? Ealet



precise determination of DE EoS; sensitivity on 
neutrino mass promising for leptogenesis!

Ealet



one approach to dark energy: scalar fields Brax



LSS allows to distinguish DE models! Brax



      Astroparticle Summary
•With the discovery of PeV and multi-TeV neutrinos, high
  energy neutrino astronomy is “around the corner”

•Several puzzling anomalies in DM searches (direct &
  indirect detection)  may eventually lead to discovery

•Further results by AMS will probe dark matter 

•Searches for axion-like particles

•More Planck data: polarization,..., cosmic strings..?

•Theoretical implications of slow roll inflation

•Models of dark energy



  Some comments/questions
•The Higgs discovery at the LHC supports the
  extrapolation of the SM up to the GUT scale

•What relates the electroweak scale and the GUT
  scale (radiative EWSB in SUSY theories,
  (super)conformal symmetry,...)? 

•Is supersymmetry in the reach of the LHC?

•The Planck data impressively confirm the
  cosmological SM

•How is inflation embedded in unified theories?

•What is dark energy?



THANKS FOR AN ENJOYABLE CONFERENCE !!


